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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CAlIFORNIA 

Application of Dragoslav and P~ula ) 
Radisavljevic asking Public Utilities ) 
Commission ~o extend a contract made ) 
with Cal-American Water Co. for 30 ) 
months to compensate for loss suffered ) 
due to a P.U.C.-imposed moratorium on ) 
water hookups during the period of ) 
the contract. ) 

-------------------------------) ) 
Application of Andrew Bakun for a 
variance from Decision No. 89195 and 
for an order authorizing water service 
from the California-American Water 
Company. 

) 

~ 
) 
) 

-------------------------------) 

Application No. 58345 
(Filed September 8, 1978) 

Application No. 58464 
(Filed November 14, 1978) 

Kosta Radisavljevic, for Dragoslav and Paula 
Radisavljevlc; and Andrew Bakun, for himself; 
applicants. 

Lenard G. Weiss, Attorney at Law, for California
American Water Company, respondent. 

Eugene M. Lill, for the Commission staff. 

OPINION ---------
Statement of Facts 

The Carmel Valley Road traverses the entire length of the 
valley from Carmel through the village of Ca=mel Valley up into the 
hills leading to Highway 101. Approxfmately 10 miles east of Carmel, 
but about 3 miles short of the village of Carmel Valley, the Los 
Laureles Grade Road originates out of the Valley road and begins its 
steady ascent in a northerly direction from the valley floor toward 
and then over the rocky overhanging escarpment into the hills which 
separate the Carmel Valley from the Salinas Valley. An area involving 
many retired people and characterized by homesites of one or more acres 

~ on the eastern side of the Los Laureles Grade Road just north of its 
intersection with Miramonte Road is the area with which we are here 
concerned. 
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Water service to most of the populated areas of the Carmel 
Valley is provided by the Monterey Peninsula Division of the California
American Water Company (Cal-Am). In the area at issue here, Cal-Am 
maintains a 50,OOO-gallon concrete water tank sited and constructed on 
a 150 x 200 foot ledge located on the hillside near the foot of the 
overhanging escarpment which forms an abrupt easterly border to all 
the lands involved herein. In this area the steeply sloped but 
usable terrain between the escarpment foot and the parallel Los 
Laureles Grade Road ranges from approximately 300 feet'to 630 feet 
wide. A 6-inch water line contained within a 10-fooe wide utility 
easement runs west-southwesterly down the slope along the southern 
borders of the Huff and McCullough properties, leading from the 
water storage tank on the escarpment hillside to the Los Laureles 
Grade Road. At the intersection of the Los Laureles Grade Road 
and Miramonte Road this water line feeds a street main which in 

turn runs roughly westward down the southerly side of the Miramonte 
Road, and roughly southward down the Los Lau~eles Grade Road, en~oute 

providing water through a lateral main to La Rancheria Drive. From 
the intersection of Miramonte and Los Laureles Grade Roads, a main 
extension some 680 feet long extends roughly northward up the 
easterly side of the Los Laureles Grade Road. It is this last 
described main extension which is the source of certain of the issues 
in this proceeding (see Exhibit A). This main extension came about 
in the following manner. 

For many years a Mr. Archie Fleming (Fleming), operator 
of a local gravel business, has owned a 600-acre ranch in this area, 
the lands of which extend eastward and northward from the Los 
Laureles Grade Road up over the esc~rpment into the hills. Fleming's 
home is on one of these acres in the southwest corner of the ranch, 
and fronts that road approxtmately 370 feet north of the junction of 
Miramonte Road with the Los Laureles Grade Road. Fleming since 1946 
has enjoyed domestic water service to his home; water supplied and 
metered from a connection to the Cal-Am water main which crosses the 
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Miramonte-Los Laureles Grade Road junction. The water was delivered 
to Fleming's home from the meter connection by means of a private 
pipeline which crossed the intervening properties (today owned by 
McCullough, Coniglio, Ruhl,and Shepherd). The pipeline paralleled 
the Los Laureles GrAde ROAd. 

In 1955 Fleming sold an acre homesite which lay directly 
adjacent to the east Side (or rear) of his own homesite to Mary L. 
Abbott (Abbott), a friend of Fleming's daughter. Miss Abbott initially 
intended to build a home on this site; unfortanately for her 
hopes, over the years her circumstances changed adversely and she was 
unable to bring her plans to fruition. Thereafte~she held the land 
as an investment. We will return to her Situation later in this 
opinion. 

About 1961 Fleming conveyed another parcel of his ranch, 
a 5-acre parcel north of his homesite, to Dragomir D~itrijevich 
(Dimitrijevich),who remodeled a barn on the northermost or upper acre 
into a residence for himself. Dimitrijevicb. installed a pipeline to 
Fleming's property and Fleming supplied him with water. Shortly after 
acquiring the five acres, Dimitrijevich in turn sold three of them to 
Dragoslav Radisavljevic (Radisavljevich a friend, who later built 
a home for himself on the lower acre fronting the Los Laureles Grade 
Road. 

In 1966 Radisavljevic determined to make a minor subdivision 
of his remaining two acres. He approached the county of Monterey for 
the necessary approvals, filing Minor Subdivision Application No. MS-442. 
The County Department of Public Health informed h~ that he had to obtain 
guarantees from Cal-Am of adequate water volume and pressure to eover the 
proposed subdivision parcels. Meanwhile his friend Dimitrijevich had 
also determined to sell his unused acre, the one fronting the Los 
Laureles Grade Road (he subsequently did sell this acre to one Sosic 
in 1967 who in turn conveyed it to Gilbert, who sold to Hillman, who 
in turn sold it to Munn, the present owner). Aeeordfngl~ the owo 

~ friends, Radisavljevic and D~itrijevich, in April 1967 went to the 
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Cal-Am office to consult with the then district manager, A. K. 
Fuller (Fuller), about their present and prospective needs.l/ 
Cal-Am, to meet their reouirements,proposed that a 680-foot 
6-inch main extension be constructed under provisions of the 
company's Main Extension Rule; the extension to run on the east 
side of the Los Laureles Grade Road from the existing main at the 
intersection of Miramonte and Los Laureles Grade Roads to the 
southwest corner of Radisavljevic's property, from whence 
Radisavljevic and Dimitrijevich could both be served.1/ The map 
prepared on August 3, 1967 ~Y Cal-Am, a map entitled '~ater 
Facilities For Radisavljevic Subd" (on which the Radisavljevic 
property is diagonally striped in one manner and the Dimitrijevich 

1/ In this regard Dimitrijevich testified on cross-examination that 
he had told Fuller at this mee~ing that he had two acres and wanted 
to divide them into two l-acre sites, and that Radisavljevic had 
told Fuller that he had three acres and wanted to divide these into 
three l-acre sites, a total of five acres between them. This 
testimony was inadvertently corroborated in substance by a ma? 
attached to the working papers dealing with the main extension 
contract in Cal-Aro's file. The map, although undated, was shown 
to be contemporary in time by indications entered upon it of a 
main extension short of the one finally adopted. The map bore 
notations of five building site elevations (ewo on the Dtmitrijevich 
property and three on the Radisavljevic property) and these elevations 
corresponded to the sites in the five lots reSUlting from the sub
division. Furthermore, the map bore a notation that three of the 
sites (one of the Dimitrijevich and two of the Radisavljevicsites) 
would reauire pressure systems. Fuller was unavailable to testify, 
having retired in 1967 and being no longer in the area. 
Cal-Am's business manager testified that while the company 
discouraged terminating a main at a given point and then allowing 
the parties to extend service over private pipelines into a sub
division, at one time the county may have allowed private parties 
to run their lines parallel to a county road. It is evident that 
in this area this had been a common practice since Fleming and 
others were so served with the company's knowledge. 
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property in another, as contrasted with no striping ae all or.. all 
the surrounding properties) would appear to show ehat the main 
extension was designed to serve all five acres even though the 
main extension ended at the southwest corner of the combineo 
properties. A draEt standard Main Extension Contract was prepar.ed 
by Cal-Am (incorporating the above-stated map as an exhibit). This 
dratt provided one 50-foot free footage allowance and required a 
$2)965 advance to cover construction of the 680-foot extension 
(including one fire hydrant). However the draft (under the 
subtitle "purpose of contract") provided that the purpose was to 
provide service eo "that certain property known as Radisavljevic 
Property comprising three acres." (Emphasis added.) But then, 
ambiguously enou~h, (under the subtitle relating to refunds for 
subsequent additional connections under Section B.3 of the Cal-Am 
filed Main Extension Rule) the draft contract provided specifically 
that refunds were to be made 3/5 to Radisavljevic and 2/5 to - -
Dimitrijevich. (Emphasis added.) The draft contract was sent 
with a cover letter dated August 15, 1967 to Radisavljevic by 
the Cal-Am district manager, Fuller. The draft letter, further 
evidencing the underlying intention that the main extension would 
serve all five acres of the Radisavljevic-Dimitrijevich properties, 
in part stated: 

If In order to secure the allowance for 50 feet. 
you should also apply for the service to your 
present home, and both yOU and Mr. Dimitri~evich 
may aoply for any additional services whic yOU 
wish at this time. However, you should understand 
that we do not wish to install services for future 
use, and if additional services are installed, we 
would expect to bill xou for their use frqm the 
date of installation.' (Emphasis added.)~1 

1/ And Dimitrijevich filed the first application on August 28, 1967, 
giving Radisav1jevic-Dimitrijevlch a $191 deduction from the 
construction advance. As will be seen, Dfmitrijevieh filed the 
second application also on September 13, 1967 along with one 
from Radisavljevic. 
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The contract was signed on August 28, 1967, and Radisav1jevic and 
Dimitrijevich paid the $2,965 advance against construction. !he 
extension was expeditiously completed at an actual cost of $2,551.47 
and a refund was paid, 3/5 to Radisavljevic and 2/5 to Dimitrijevich. 
Service connections to the new main extension were made as follows: 

Ser"ice No. Customer A'O:elication Date Service Inst. Date 
14335 Dimitrij evich 8/28/67 9/13/67 
14339 * 9/13/67 9/14/67 Dimitrijevich 
14340 Radisavljevic 9/13/67 9/14/67 
14341 Fleming 9/14/67 9/14/67 
14358 Coni~lio 10/4/67 11/17/67 
16744 Ruh1 4/4/73 5/9/73 
18662 GUt'lter 9/9/77 1/31/78 

*5 . ervlce transferred to Sosic:) Gilbert, Hillman, and Munn. 
In making refunds for each additional service connection 

to the new main extension, Cal-Am deducted a 50-foot frE~e allowance 
from the initial construction advance put up by Radisavljevic and 
Dimitrijevich, including the first service connection, No. 14335 -
Dimitrijevich. Subsequently, allowances were paid in the amount 
of $191 each (3/5 to Radisavljevic and 2/5 to Dimitrijevich) for 
three service connections: No. 14340 - Radisavljevic, No. 14341 -
Fleming, and No. 14358 - Coniglio. Thereafte~ one more allowance 
of $191 was paid (3/5 to Radisavljevic and 2/5 to Dimitrijevich) 
for service connection No. 16744 - Ruhl. But no allowance was 
paid on service connection No. 14339 - Dimitrijevich,in that 
Cal-Am asserts that it had to withhold this allowance to recover 
the allowance paid earlier for service connection No. 14358 - Coniglio, 
which latter allowance cal-Am asserts was paid in error. Cal-Am 
contends that Coniglio took over the for.mer· Fleming service meter and 
connection at the old street main at the Miramonte-Los Laureles 
Grade Roads intersection when Fleming decided on September 14, 1967 
to connect to the new main extension running past his home on the 
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Los Laureles Grade Road. It is Cal-Am's position that Coniglio then 
became that former Fleming meter customer. A month later, however, 
Coniglio decided he· wanted his newly assumed meter service relocated 
to connect into the new Radisavljevic main extension at a point on 
his property where it fronts on Los Laureles Graoe Roao. Accordingly, 
on October 14, 1967 he made the necessary application and on November 17, 
1967 Cal-Am made the relocation. Cal-Am asserts that Coniglio is 
exempted from the refund provisions hecause he was a "customer formerly 
served in a reasonable manner at the same location. ,,~/ The company 
states that the former Coniglio meter and connection remains unused 
since Coniglio relocated on his own property. Radisavljevic feels 
he should be paid. 

As can be seen from the above list of connections to the 
new main, on September 9, 1977, Gunter (who earlier had purchased 
one of Radisavljevic's three acres in the minor subdivision) applied 
for connection using the easement on Fleming's property to reach the new 

4tmain extension. On January 31, 1978, after expiration of the 10-year 
refund period, the connection was made.~1 Under the main extension 
refund provisions of cal-Am's Rule 15, B.3, it is stated (insofar 
as relevant here) that "no refunds shall be made after a period of: 
10 years from the date of completion of the main extenSion .•• " The 
main extension was completed September 13, 1967; therefore, the 10-
year refund period normally would have expired September 12, 1977 (not 
the August 28 anniversary of the signing of the contract asserted by 
the company). However, there was an unusual intervening factor which 
Radis.avljevic feels should be considered. 

~I 
2.1 

See Cal-Am Rule No. 15 Main Extension B.3 Refunds. 
Cal-Am has denied the $191 allowance refund to Radisavljevic and 
D~itrijevich on the belief that the refund period expired August 28, 
1977. 
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During the last years remaining in the refund period 
a very abnormal and severe drought condition was experienced in 
California, and the Cal-Am Monterey District involved here was 
particularly adversely affected. In 1973 this Commission opened 
an order instituting investigation (case No. 9530) into Cal-Am It s 
plight. The deepening drought thereafter on June 10, 1975 led to 
Decision No. 84527 (effective June 30~ 1975) prohibiting additional 
service connections (with certain exceptions not applicable here) 
in Cal-Am's district. On January 5, 1977 these restrictions were 
eased with respect to certain lot owners of record zoned for single 
residential use.~/ and later Decision No. 89195 dated August 8, 1978, 
effective September 7, 1978, lifted service connection restricticns. 
However, this latter decision also provided, inter alia, that HCal Am. 

shall not extend water service beyond the boundaries of its present 
service area in the Monterey Peninsula District without prior e Commiss ion api'roval. tf 

Now,back to Miss Abbott's property. For the past five 
years she has been trying to sell her property, but asserts that 
she has been una'ble to do so because authorization for water service 
could n~t be obtained from Cal-Am. A company witness testified that 
prior to 1973 Cal-Am probably would have granted service but that 
after May 1, 1973 service to the Abbott ~roperty would have been 
denied on the basis that the property was outside the company's 
service boundaries. In the interval, taxes have continued on 
her property,8ssertedly creating a hardship. Recently Andrew 
Bakun (Bakun) and his wife, Monterey residents 1 have agreed with 
Miss Abbott to purchase the property, planning to build their home 
on it. This agreement is conditioned upon provision of water service 

~/ See Ordering Paragraph 4 and Appendix C of Decision No. 86807 dated 
January 5, 1977, subsequently modified further by Decision No. 87715 
dated August 16, 1977. 
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by cal-Am. Pursuant to this objective Bakun and Fleming have 
agreed that Bakun will be permitted to run his pipe up the 
driveway easement along the northwest border of Fleming's propertyZl 
and thence across the rear of Fleming's property to the Abbott 
property. The meter would be located at the intersection of this 
driveway with Los Laureles Grade Road along with the other service 
meters clustered there. Bakun also contacted Cal-Am requesting 
water service and on August 17, 1978 a letter signed by Frank J. 
Nuovo (Nuovo), the Cal-Am business manager, informed him that 
"the property is located outside our service area boundary; 
therefore, we will be unable to provide service to the property." 

Cal-Am asserts that its service area boundary in that 
region extends southwestward (along the northern boundaries of the 
Huff and McCullough properties - see Exhibit A) from its escarpment 
water tank site to the los Laureles Grade Road', and thence northwest-

4It ward along the eastern side of Los Laureles Grade Road. It asserts 
that all the lands of Coniglio, Ruhl, Shepherd, Fleming, Gunter, 
Radisavljevic, Munn, and D~itrijevich - although these lands are 
served with water now - are outSide Cal-Am's service boundary. The 
company further asserts that effective May 1, 1978 it adopted a 
new policy that it would not grant any new hookups to any person 
or potential customer whose property is outside of the certificated 
area even if the point of service is within the certificated area. 
Therefore, even though the point of service, the meter location, 
for the Bakun-Abbott property would be at the main extension, the 
land to be served is outSide their service borders, and they deny 
service to Bakun. 

A duly noticed public hearing was held in Monterey on 
November 21, 1978 by Administrative Law Judge John B. Weiss on 
these applications. In that many of the factual circumstances in 
the ewo matters were inter-related the two proceedings were 
consolidated for hearing purposes. Although at the tfme the ALJ e __________________________________ _ 
7/ This driveway easement also serves as ingress and egress to the 
- G~ property and t~ the upper Radisavljevie acre. 
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intended that separate decisions would issue we believe that the 
rights of no party would be prejudiced in any way by a consolidated 
decision and will proceed in that manner. Both matters were submitted 
upon receipt of points and authorities from Cal-Am on December 12, 1978. 

By Application No. 58345 Radisavljevic asks for an order by 
this Commission extending the refund period of his main extension 

agreement. He contends that the service connection moratorium ordered 
by the Commission intervened so as to deprive him of refund allowances 
which otherwise would have been rightfully his in that certain service 
connections necessarily were delayed or deferred beyond expiration of 
his lO-year refund period by operation of the moratorium. Cal-Am 
was requested but refused to voluntarily extend the refund period. 

However, at the hearing the company stated that it would have no 
particular objection to such a tolling. Radisavljevic also asks 
review of the Cal-Am disallowance of one refund in the Cal-Am 
substitution of Dimitrijevich - 14339 for the Coniglio - 14358 

ttrelocation. Finally 1 Radisavljevic asks that Cal-Am be directed 
to provide a service connection~ and presumably another allowed 
refund if the application is made soon enough~ to service the 
remaining upper homesite acre of the three in the original minor 
subdivision which underlaid the main extension. That remaining 
acre has been reserved for the Radisavljevic's son Kosta. 

By Application No. 58404 Bakun requests an order from 
this Commission granting a variance from the provisions of Decision 
No. 89195, a variance order directing cal-Am to provide a service 
connection from the Radisavljevic main extension and supply water to 
the Bakun-Abbott acre behind Flemings. 
Discussion 

The threshold issue is jurisdiction, the question being 
whether or not the lands involved in this proceeding are within 
or without the service area Cal-Am has dedicated itself and its 
facilities to serve. If the lands are outside the dedicated service 
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area we have no jurisdiction (the dedication concept is still vital 
in California public utility law (Cal. Community Television Assoc. v 
Gen. Tel. Co. (1970) 71 CPUC 123», as a public utility cannot be 
compelled to render service or to use its facilities where it has 
not dedicated itself or its facilities. (Cal. Water & T.~l Co. v 
~ (1959) 51 C 2d 489.) But while the decision, whether or not 
it should service or use its facilities in a new area, is discretionary 
for a water utility, once it decides and provides service to an area, 
or holds itself out, either expressly or impliedly, to serve the 
public or a portion of the public in that area, there has been the 
requisite dedication. Furthermore, while a utility may have no 
legal obligation to undertake a service extenSion, once it does undertake 
it, the utility assumes an obligation to serve all potential customers 
within the reasonable scope of the extension area equally, and trtis 
Commission has jurisdiction to inquire whether the utility is 
discriminating between persons in the service it has undertaken to 
provide (Boynton v Virginia (1960) 364 US 454; Pub. Uti1. Code 
Section 453). Finally, where a public utility water corporation 
has been and is presently rendering a number of public utility 
water services outSide the area of its claimed service boundary, the 
utility has dedicated its facilities to serve such outside areas, and 
the utility may be ordered to supply water to properey contiguous to 
such areas (San Jose Water Works (1972) 73 CPUC 358). 

In the instant proceedings the files of this CommiSSion 
reveal chat on October 3, 1957 Cal-Am's predecessor, California 
Water and Telephone Co.~7 filed a service map with the Commission 
entitled "Map Showing Los Ranchitos Del Carmelo & La Rancheria 
Del Carmelou

• This map indicates by a dotted line ~ae boundary 

8/ By Decision No. 70418 dated March 8, 1966 in Application No. 48170 
- cal-Am was given authority to acquire California Water and Telephone 

Co. 
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of the utility's then service area. In the area of our interest 
this boundary ran from the 50,OOO-gallon concrete tank on the 
escarpment southwestward along ehe pipeline easements to the 

intersection of Miramonte and Los Laureles Grade Roads thence , 
northwestward along what is deliberately and distinctly indicated 
as the western side of Los Laureles Grade Road. It is clear that 
in 1957 the lands here involved all lay outside the utility's 
service boundary (see the extracted relevant portion of this map 
here attached as Exhibit B). 

As stated earlier, the Radisavljevic main extension 
was installed by Cal-Am September 13, 1967, and runs 680 feet 
northwestward from the Miramonte junction on the eastern side 
of Los Laureles Grade Road, i.e., outside the 1957 service border. 

But as recently as May 20, 1976, Cal-Am filed Advice 
Letter No. 126, a filing made pursuant to Decision No. 84334, 
Paragraph ~ 18, reauiring filing of maps designating those 
portions of Cal-Am's system designed to meet min~ pressures 
of 25 psiS which could not be rebuilt to meet mintmum pressures 
of 40 psig. Attached to that filing and effective May 25, 1976, 
was CPUC Sheet No. 947-W, a detail map referenced to a larger 
scale map as area 1 (see Exhibit C). This detail area 1 map 
shows the.Radisavljevic extension on the eastern side of Los 
Laureles Grade Road, but it also shows the service border to 
be distinctly on the other, or western side of this road. However, 
this same map, interestingly enough, shows the Huff property, hereto
fore shown on earlier maps as being outside the utility's service 
boundary, as being inside the service boundary. Therefore, on this 
CPUC 947-W detail map filed in 1976, except for the Huff property, 
!1l the properties (including thos~ of McCullough, Shepherd, Ruhl, 
Coniglio, Fleming, Abbott, Gunter, the two Radisavljevic properties, 
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Dtmitrijevic~and Munn) are indicated as still being outside 
Cal-Am's service area; this despite the facts that as far back 
as 1967 both Shepherd and Fleming were being served, and between 
1967 and 1979 all the others listed above, except the Abbott and 
the Kosta Radisavljevic properties, have obtained service! It 
seems clear that the service boundary in this area of Cal-A~'s 
Monterey District is elastic if not illusionary. 

When a public utility voluntarily determines to extend 
its service into an area outside its recognized or declared service 
area boundaries, the utility concurrently must accept an obligation 
to serve all customers in thdt area as it has then dedicated its 
service to said new area. (Diliberto v Park Water Co. (1956) 54 
CPUC 639.) In the instant proceeding, when Cal-Am offered a contract 
for a main extension to Radisavljevic's property and installed such 
main, it declared itself, in effect, ready, willing, and able to serve 
outside its previously certif:tcated area. Its intentions were further e declared by its extension of :sexvice to other customers in the area 
east of los laureles Grade Road. By having so declared its intentions, 
Cal-Am dedicated its service to said territory and was and is bound 
by its rules, regulations, and tariffs in serving said territory. The 
utility discriminates when it would deny service to other customers 
in the additional territory (see Public Utilities Code Section 453). 
Nor do we consider the filing of a water sexvice area map by the 
utility as being the final or conclusive circumscription of the ltmits 
within which the utility will be obligated to render service. When 
an issue arises as to the appropriateness and extenc of the utility's 
extension of its service boundaries, this Commission has exclusive 
jurisdiction to make a determination, and in making a determination 
of the new service boundaries created by a main extension, the 
Commission will be guided by the rule of reasonableness. Such 
extended service areas, preferably to the extent pOSSible, should be 
defined by logical natural boundaries, avoiding small unserved enclaves 
or peninsulas, and they may not be gerrymandered to exclude customers e or potential customers. 
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In this instance the logical and natural boundaries of 
the extended service area crea':ed by the installation of the 

DlmitrijeVich-RagiBavljeViG rna~n ~~;,~n~;g~ b~~ame: on the east 
che escarpmenc beyond which by reason of che abrupcness of che 

cliff any further subdivision was highly tmprobable; and on the 
north the dirt road extending roughly eastward from the Los Laureles 

Grade Road and bordering tne Dtmitrijevich property. 
The Abbott and ehe Kosea RsdiSavljevi~/ properties are 

within these logical and natural boundaries of Cal-Am's extended 
service area and are entitled to receive water service upon demand 
on an equal basis with any other property inside the utility's 
Monterey District service area. 

Turning to the issue of a possible refund due Radisavljevic 
and Dimitrijevich for Service No. 14339 - Dfmitrijevieh~ we must also 
find against Cal-Am's position. Under the terms of the refund 

~provisions of Cal-Am's Rule lS, refunds are due whenever an additional 
~service connection is made to the new extension, exclusive of that of 

any customer formerlv served in a reasonable manner at the same location 
(Emphasis added). The company denies the refund on the basis that it 
has in effect traded it for a refund paid in error when Service 
No. 14358 - Coniglio was relocated to the new main extension. Coniglio, 

~/ There is a further basis upon which the Kosta Radisavljevic property 
cannot be denied service - on~ rooted in the original Dimitrijevich
Radisavljevic contract for the main extension itself. Radisavljevic 
created a legal minor subdiviSion which was sanctioned by the county 
of Monterey only after Cal-Am gave assurance of volumes of water and 
adequate pressure to the three lots in the minor subdivision -
including the Kosta Radisavljevic lot - premised upon Radisavljevic 
(and Dimitrijevic~putting up the $2,965 ($3,200 less the $235 
allowances for Service No. 14335 to Dimitrijevich). The map in the 
Cal-Am files (a map attached to the contract draft), with clear 
indication of being prepared before the contract was drafted, 
demonstrates that the three Radisavljevic sites were among the five 
sites to be served at various elevations, and the Kosta lot is one 
of the three in the Radisavljevic properties. Thus Radisavljevic 
has a contractual righ~ for service to the Kosta lot. 
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it will be recalled, had taken over the former Fleming service when 
Fleming elected to relocate service to the new main extension. After 
Coniglio relocated his old service (the former Fleming connection to 
the old main at the junction of Miramonte and Los Laureles Grade 
Roads) was returned to Cal-Am. 

Precisely, this same issue under remarkably sfmi1ar 
circumstances was raised and resolved in Gillson & Hanerfeld v 
Cal Water Service Co. (Decision No. 88195 dated December 6, 1977 
in Case No. 10254).121 We will not now replow that ground. It 
suffices to note that Coniglio, after having succeeded to Fleming's 
pipeline maze, wanted direct service onto his own property from 
Cal-Am, and Cal-Am was loath to get involved with maintenance of all 
the cross-country piping back to the meter connection on the old 
main. Accordingly, Cal-Am relocated Coniglio's service, installing 
a new meter connection for him in front of his own property, and 
took back the old meter connection on the old main to hold in 
reserve possibly for some future use. Therefore, while Coniglio's 
residence location did not change, the location of his meter - and 
thus his service - did. As Coniglio is an additional service 
connection to the new main extension and is not a customer formerly 
served at the same location, a refund for the additional connection 

~I Where, after complainants paid for an extension of a main down a 
road, their neighbors (organized as a mutual USing one service meter 
on the old main and transporting their water from that meter across 
country in their own pipeline) elected to abandon their old and 
leaking pipeline from the old main and hooked up to the new 
extension. We noted that under the definitions provided by General 
Order No. 103 a service connection is construed to mean the poine 
of connection of a customer's piping with the meter owned by the 
utility. Thus while the neighbors had not moved their residences, 
after relocation of their service connection they were no longer 
served at the same location, and a refund allowance was due the 
complainants. To do otherwise would merely have allowed the 
neighbors to upgrade their service and obtain a free ride. 
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was properly due Radisavljevic and D~itrijevich, and Cal-Am had 
not erred as it alleged in earlier making payment.!!/ Accordingly, 
the company cannot substitute Service No. 14339 - Dimitrijevich for 
Coniglio, and we will direct Cal-Am to pay a refund for Service 
No. 14339 - D~itrijevich also. 

Although Service No. 18662 - Gunter was not installed by 
Cal-Am until January 3, 1978, we observed earlier that Gunter made 
application for service on September 9, 1977, a date still within 
the refund ~eriod of the Radisavljevic-Dimitrijevich main extension 
agreement.1-/ Furthermore, the moratorium restriction prohibiting 
additional service connections had been eased on January 5, 1977 with 
respect to certain lot owners of record zoned for single residential 
use. There was no issue raised that Gunter would not fit that category. 
Being a lot owner within the service boundary, Gunter therefore on 
September 9, 1977 was entitled to service and another main extension 
contract refund was due Radisavljevic and D~itrijevich after the 
installation was completed. (It is our view that so long as the 
application is ttmely, and the installation ult~ately made, it is 
not material when the utility makes the installation, although the 
utility will not be required to pay the resulting refund until after 
the installation is made.) Accordingly, we will direct Cal-Am to 
pay a refund for Service No. 18662 - Gunter. 

In view of this resolution of the "same location" issue, we do not 
address the additional issue whether the former service, designed or 
developed as it was to serve cross-country Fleming and a number of 
subcustomers, could be considered to be residential service in a 
"reasonable manner". 
As noted earlier, the refund period ran 10 years from date of 
com~letion of the main installation September 13, 1967. Thus the 
per~oa expired September 12, 1977. 
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Finally, we conclude it would be reasonable and equitable 
to extend the 10-year main extension refund period in Radisavljevic's 
agreement by a period of time equal to that lost by reason of the 
operation of the ser.rice connection moratorium ordered in the Cal-Am 
Monterey District effective June 30, 1975 by Decision No. 84527 in 
Case No. 9530, a moratorium not lifted until September 7, 1978 by 
Decision No. 89195 in the same case. Certainly the extension of a 
main extension refund period established under a rule prescribed by 
this Commission as part of a utility's tariff is an action which 
we may deem necessary and convenient in the exercise of our power 
and jurisdiction (Section 701 of the Public Utilities Code). There 
has been advanced, and we perceive, no reason why Radisavljevic and 
Dtmitrijevich should not receive connection allowances, which they 
otherwise might have received, merely because connections by subsequent 
customers were deferred as a consequence of a moratorium necessitated 
by an act of nature. In this regard Cal-Am has generously stated that 
it has no particular objection to such a tolling. Whether it will 
further benefit Radisavljevic and Dtmitrijevich remains to be seen 
in that after service to the Bakun-Abbott and Kosta Radisavljevic 
properties is installed, the expanded territory to the east and 
north of the former territory boundary will be served out to the 
Itmits of the utility's'service boundary. However, there is some 
undeveloped land west of the Los Laureles Grade Road which potentially 
could draw service from the Radisavljevic main extension. We will 
direct Cal-Am to extend the refund period of the Radisavljevic
Dtmitrijevich main extension agreement three years, two months and 
seven d,ays from Se ptember 12, 1977. 
!.indings 

1. In August 1967 Ca1-Am's local water service boundary in the 
Miramonte-Los Laureles Grade Roads intersection area was the northern 
edge of the utility's pipeline easement running southwestward from the 
utility's tank site on the escarpment east of the Los Laureles Grade 
Road to the Miramonte-Los Laureles Grade Roads interseetion, and thence 
northward along the western side of the Los Laureles Grade Road. 
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2. In August 1967 Cal-Am was serving at least two customers 
outside its local water service boundary on file with the Commission, 
Fleming having been served since 1946 and Shepherd since approximately 
1966. 

3. In 1955 Fleming sold a one-acre building site adjacent to 
his own to a family friend Abbott. In approximately 1961 Fleming 
sold another five acres to Dimitrijevich who in turn sold three of 
these to his friend Radisavljevic. 

4. Fleming provided water from his Cal-Am meter connection 
at the Miramonte-Los Laureles Grade Roads intersection to Dfmitrijevich 
and others. 

5. In 1966 or early 1967 Radisavljevic and Dimitrijevich, 
desiring to subdivide their properties and being required as part 
of the approval process by the county to obtain certain guarantees 
of water to the parcels, began negotiations with Cal-Am for water 
service. These negotiations culminated in an offer to serve by 
Cal-Am, and on August 28, 1967 in a main extension agreement jointly 
financed by Radisavljevic and Dimitrijevich who signed providing 
for joint refunds to them on connection allowances for each 
additional connection to this main extension over a lO-year period. 

6. Installation of the 680-foot main extension from the old 
main to the nearest corner of Radisavljevic's properties was 
completed on September 13, 1967 concurrently with the first meter 
connection to that main extension to serve Dimierijevich. 

7. Since September 13, 1967 additional service connections 
beyond the initial Dfmitrijevich service have been made by 
Dimitrijevich, Radisavljevic, Fleming, Coniglio, Ruhl, and Gunter. 

8. The obvious, logical, and natural boundaries created by 

result of the new main extension agreement were the very steep 
escarpment rising to the east and parallel to Los Laurel~s Grade 
Road, a barrier effectively preventing further eastward subdivision, 
and the dirt road extending east from the Los Laureles Grade Road 

~ and partially encircling the Dimitrijevich properties to the north. 
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9. The 10-year main extension agreement refund period extended 
from September 13, 1967, the date the installation was completed, to 
September 12, 1977. 

10. During the three year, two month, and seven-day period 
between June 30, 1975 and September 7, 1978, a moratorium against 
additional Cal-Am service connections (imposed by this Commission 
as a consequence of a severe water shortage caused by prolonged 
drought) may have prevented Radisavljevic and Dimitrijevich from 
realizing potential connection refunds. 

11. Coniglio's former water service, connected across 
intervening properties and metered at the old main (and assumed 
from Fleming, the initial customer), was relinquished back to Cal-Am 
in 1967, and Coniglio applied and was added to the new main extension 
by a service connection made in front of Coniglio's own property. 

12. Cal-Am, although it initially paid a refund on Coniglio, 
later asserted that it had done so in error, and in a purported 
exchange to rectify the error, denied a refund on Service 
No. 14335 - Dimitrijevich. 

13. Gunter applied on September 9,1977 for service (within 
the lO-year refund period and after the Commission had eased the 
connection restriction on his class of applicants) although service 
was not installed until January 3, 1978, after expiration of the 
lO-year refund period. 

14. Misconstruing the date of Signing of the main extension 
agreement as starting the lO-year refund period, Cal-Am denied 
refund for the Gunter connection. 

15. This Commission has jurisdiction to extend main extension 
refund periods created under utility tariffs to compensate for ttme 
lost as a consequence of Commission imposed moratoriums on connections 
necessitated by acts of nature. 
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16. Although it is providing service to all other properties 
within the obvious, logical, and natural extended service area 
created by the 1967 Radisavljevic main extension agreement, Cal-Am 
asserts it cannot grant service connections to Abbott and 
Kosta Radisavljevic (one of the three original subdivision lots 
of the Radisavljevic subdivision which gave rise to the extension), 
contending that these two properties are outside its service 
boundaries. 
Conclusions 

1. By contracting with Radisavljevic and Dimitrijevich 
to install a main extension and to offer water service outside 
its dedicated water service boundaries on file with this Commission, 
Cal-Am concurrently extended its water service boundaries to the 
obvious, logical, and natural boundaries of the extended area the 
new main extension would serve; these being to the east the foot 
of the steep escarpment east of the Los Laureles Grade Road, and 

4It to the north the dirt road branching off to the east of the Los 
Laureles Grade Road and partially circling the Dimitrijevich 
properties. 

2. Denial of se~oe to any of the properties within the 
extended service area created by the 1967 Radisavljevic main 
extension agreement would be discr~ination in violation of the 
provisions of Section 453 of the Public Utilities Code. 

3. Both the Abbott and Kosta Radisavljevic properties are 
within the expanded service area and are entitled to water service 
on an equal basis with other persons presently served. To obtain 
such service each should make application. 

4. Coniglio is an additional service connection ~o ~he 
Radisavljevic main extension and is not a customer formerly served 
at the same location under provisions of Cal-Am's Rule15-Main 
ExtenSions. Accordingly, a refund was properly paid for Service 
No. 14358 - Coniglio. 
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5. A refund is payable for Service No. 14335 - Dtmitrijevich 
and should be paid. 

6. A refund is payable for Service No. 18662 - Gunter and 
should be paid. 

7. The refund period of the 1967 Radisavljevic main extension 
agreement will be extended three years, two months, and seven days 
from September 12, 1977, and refunds will be paid for any adclitional 
service connections made to the Raclisavljevic main extension from 
either side of Los Laureles Grade Road within the expanded Cal-Am 
service area (including the Abbott and Kosta Radisavljevic properties 
if connections are made). 

o R D E R ------
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. California-American Water Company, within thirty days af.ter 
the effective date of this order~ shall file with this Commission a 

4It revised service area map indicating service area boundaries for the 
Miramonte-Los Laureles Grade Roads junction segment of its Monterey 
Peninsula Distri.ct in conformance with this opinion and order. 

2. !he refund period provided in the August 28, 1967 main 
extension agreement between California-American Water Company and 
Dragoslav Raoisavljevic shall be extended three years, two months, 
and seven days beyond September 12, 1977. 

3. California-American Water Company, in conformance with 
the terms of its August 28, 1967 main extension agreement with 
Dragoslav Radisavljevic, shall pay one refund allowance each for 
completed service installations Service No. 14335 - Dragomir 
Dimitrijevich, and Service No. 18662 - Gunter. 
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4. California-American Water Com~any sball cease denial of 
water service to M3ry L. Abbott's and Kosta Radisavljev1C'S 

properties. 
The effective date of this order shall be ~hirty days 

after the date hereof. 
Da.ted at __ ':-:-_oJIo80a2_ ... ~ _______ , California) this 

day of _____ ~_y_ . .:... ____ , 

t't=$~1c~:, R!c~.tl.~ :>. G::,,~vcl::'o, bo!np; 
~e6o~~117 n~~~~t. ~!~ ~O~ p~~~!c!?~to 
1m ~to ~1:~~1t1c~ o! t~~~ ~::"ocoe~ing. 
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